SAP Field Service Management
A seamless and fast service process

There is already a lot written about Field Service Management (FSM) and how to set it up
and integrate it with the different SAP backend systems. However, it seems quite hard to
get a clear overview on when to select which type of integration, how to use SAP FSM or
SAP Mobile Asset Manager, ...
This brochure covers all you need to know!
We will start with an overview in the first chapter and go further into detail along the way!
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Harmonize field service processes
Accelerate service execution by integrating front-office and back-office processes and
enabling an effective collaboration, while keeping customers informed.

An FSM overview
SAP FSM is a cloud solution that consists of a cloud backend system for a planner to create,
manage and plan/assign a service call to an internal technician or an external crow technician.
The technician has a mobile app available on all different platforms (Microsoft Window, Apple and
Android) to handle the service calls, record used parts, hours worked, mileage travelled, etc.
This FSM function overview provides a detailed view on what the possibilities are of each of the
mobile or web platforms. This might determine the next steps in the integration.
All objects described before can be integrated with an SAP backend system to avoid manual
duplication of data. The level detail of this integration will determine the type of integration your
company needs. A representation of it in a picture makes it easier to understand:

Basically, there are two types of integrations:
1. Cloud based integration using SAP Business Technology Platform (BTP) integration
(previously known as SAP CPI)
2. On premise integration using an ABAP connector and message broker which can be
installed on SAP BTP or on a windows environment on your local network
Each type of integration follows the basic objects that are integrated, that we will discuss in
detail in the related blogs.

Service objects of the backend are transferred into
service calls in SAP FSM Cloud. This is available in all
integration models, but it’s also possible to custom
build this integration using the FSM API toolkit.
The result of the tasks that has been performed by the
technician will be a summary of effort, cost and
potentially also parts used.

The integration is based on master data which is also always available from the backend to the
SAP FSM Cloud. But the feedback/updates from SAP FSM to the backed systems is not always
available so that why I used dotted lines for the return flow.
In the SAP help you can find an overview of the current and planned integrations.

The most basic way of integration that is always
available would be file based integration using
manual up and download of the data. This is not
advisable for recurring integration, only for
initial loads.
We will explain some of the integration scenarios
in detail in the following blog posts.
Already a spoiler alert: the ABAP/on premise
integration is the most complete an powerful
integration and can be developed to your own
needs. Try to think about which capabilities you
would actually need, because complete and
powerful also means a higher complexity.

Integration with SAP Cloud for customer
SAP Cloud for Customer (SAP C4C) is a software as a service (SaaS) platform for sales and
service. SAP C4C helps you to manage day-to-day sales and service interactions more efficiently.
It aims to reduce call center costs and to increase the operational efficiency of your service
teams by providing a single view of the customer and so much more functionalities. One of its
core functionalities is the creating of Service Tickets (e.g. to follow up on a problem a client has).

SAP Field Service Management (SAP FSM) is a solution that allows your company to connect
your entire field service operations. The advantages? It helps you to register and plan your
service team effortlessly and offers your customers the best satisfaction. All this is made
possible with mobile tools, artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning, and the Internet of
Things. SAP FSM solution is deployed in the cloud and is available as software as a service
(SaaS). This means that the software is available from any Web Browser.

Benefits
So you could ask yourself now, what is the benefit of integrating these two specific systems?
Both C4C and FSM handle the service aspect of the customer experience. Integrating both
systems will:
make sure the overlapping aspects are synchronized
hence reducing overhead
introduces a seamless experience.
Integrating both solutions allow your company to use every system for their best usage and
focus only on their strongest key functionalities.
For example: when a customer needs help, he can either call your helpdesk which allows your
people to register the ticket in C4C or the customer can scan the serial ID, barcode or QR code
on the bought asset and register a ticket himself via the web portal or chatbot of FSM. The ticket
that was created either via the helpdesk person or via the customer itself will be scheduled in
FSM using the best dispatching board available. The technician who must solve the problem of
the customer will have access to all the linked documentation of that specific asset, is able to
check the history of the asset and so much more.

On a more technical note, this means certain business objects will be synchronized and
mapped onto each other. The most important mapping for this integration is the
synchronization of SAP C4C Service Tickets to SAP FSM Service calls. For example, when the call
center receives a notification that something is wrong, they will create a Service Ticket in SAP
C4C, they might attach items needed for the replacements to be made. When the technician is
working on the service call, he will spend time and materials. These will then be reflected from
SAP FSM to the SAP C4C Service Ticket. Of course, master data also needs to be synchronized.

Set up the integration
Okay, so now you might wonder how to set up this integration.
As we discussed earlier, we integrate SAP Cloud for Customer with SAP Field Service
Management (FSM) using SAP Integration Suite as a middleware (C4C <-> Integration Suite <->
FSM).
As a resulted benefit of this architecture, the logic for integrating these two platforms is nicely
contained on the Integration Suite platform, while both C4C and FSM are simply set up to
output using their standard APIs.

The integration between C4C and FSM with SAP Integration Suite can be split in the following
steps:
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1. Prepare and configure the C4C system
After setting up trust configurations (Certificates, technical users, etc), firstly the project set-up
in SAP Cloud for Customer needs to be extended, to be able to export the needed objects to
FSM. Therefore, we need to extend the Project scope. Then we set up the needed
Communication Systems and Communication Arrangements, and tweak the Activity List with
code list mappings which map some C4C structures to FSM structures such as Service Call
Types, Service Call Problem Types, Service Call Status, Service Call Origins.

2. Prepare the FSM system
DIn FSM, we enable the FSM Connector, filling
out the target URL and authentication. Since
the FSM company we use is fresh, we chose to
have a one-on-one mapping for the different
kinds of types of Service Calls, Service Call
Problems, Service Call Status, etc. More
complex mappings are possible however.

3. Configure SAP Integration Suite
In SAP Integration Suite, we use a predefined package provided by SAP called “SAP Service
Cloud Integration with SAP Field Service Management”. This package contains 22 integration
flow artifacts and 1 value mapping artifact. An integration flow (iflow) is an automated
workflow used to synchronize data. One flow is used to synchronize one object in one
direction (from C4C to FSM or the other way around).
Here we need to simply configure all the integration flows using the URLs of our FSM and
C4C system as well as credentials, and some additional parameters such as FSM account,
FSM company, etc. The value mapping can be used to map more complex objects such as
C4C category ID mapping to FSM Problem Types. More complex customizations to the
synchronization logic can be implemented by maintaining custom user exit iflows.

4. Migrate existing data
Now about master data… Since the C4C tenant, we want to integrate was pre-existing, there
is quite some data on this platform already. To make sure both systems can synchronize
future data correctly, the initial master data needs to be imported in FSM. While this
migration of data is also possible using iflows in SAP Integration Suite, we chose to export
the data from C4C using the data workbench to get better insights in the data. We can then
use spreadsheet tools like Excel to manipulate the data to fit the data model of FSM, where
the data will be uploaded. Newly created master data will be transferred using the
previously set up iflows in SAP Integration Suite.
This concludes the overview of the integration of SAP Cloud for Customer with SAP Field
Service Management, using SAP Cloud Integration as a middleware.

Integration with SAP S/4HANA Cloud

Why and in which scenario should you integrate
your S/4HANA Cloud Service with SAP FSM. We
will integrate both platforms using SAP
Integration Suite as a middleware.
SAP S/4HANA Cloud is a complete cloud ERP
(Enterprise Resource Planning) system with
integrated intelligent technologies including AI,
machine learning and advanced analytics.

It consists of a multitude of areas which covers the different business processes of your
company such as Asset Management and Service.
Plan, schedule, and execute maintenance operations of your assets with integrated and
optimized processes.
Keep your customer happy by delivering exceptional, personalized, and reliable services.
Manage your services, contracts, spare parts, and planning, using user friendly Fiori
applications and embedded analytics.

SAP Field Service Management is a cloud solution that consists of a cloud backend and a
mobile application. The cloud backend allows your planner to create and manage service calls.
These service calls can be assigned and scheduled to internal technicians and or external crowd
technicians.
The mobile application allows the technician to process these service calls where he can register
everything concerning the job (checklists, working time, travel time, expenses, spare parts
consumed, etc).
This solution helps your technicians with real-time, automated workforce scheduling &
dispatching and provides self-service options for field service needs.
The SAP FSM solution has a lot more functionalities and features.

Why would you integrate both systems?
The S/4HANA Cloud system is a powerful cloud ERP system which allows you to manage your
Asset and Service Management very efficiently. As the name itself says, the SAP Field Service
Management is a system dedicated to everything concerning field service management.
Combining the strong S/4HANA Cloud backend with the very user-friendly SAP FSM
frontend allows you to have a better internal service handling and deliver a better service
towards your customers.
One way of how this integration allows you to work is that the service orders are created in
S/4HANA Cloud based on
maintenance contracts
notifications created by the customer via the SelfService functionality in FSM
or automatically via data coming from your assets.
This service order will be transferred to SAP FSM where the planner can plan the service order
via a very clear dispatching board. The technician will receive a notification on his mobile
device (Windows, Android or iOS) that a new service order is available and planned for him. On
this mobile application the technician can register his work and travel time, expenses, problem
cause(s) or follow a step-by-step walkthrough guide which helps him to solve the problem.

The main benefit for your company is that you will have a more efficient service process
for internal service or for service towards the customer. Both systems connect seamlessly
which will generate less fragmented data across the different systems. Your back-office
personnel can work with agile applications allowing them to plan, follow up and evaluate the
work registered by the technicians. While the technician will be working with one of the best
mobile applications giving them all the tools needed to execute his work, look up additional
information on site and register everything that is needed.

Set up the integration
As explained in the beginning we integrate S/4HANA Cloud with SAP FSM using SAP
Integration Suite as a middleware (S/4HANA <-> Integration Suite <-> SAP Field Service
Management).
How the integration is done between
S/4HANA Cloud and SAP Field Service
Management is explained in the
following steps:
1. Prepare S/4HANA Cloud
2. Prepare SAP Field Service
Management
3. Configure SAP Integration Suite
4. Data migration

1. Prepare S/4HANA Cloud
To prepare the S/4HANA Cloud system you will have to create an outbound technical user so
you can connect S/4HANA Cloud to the Integration Suite. After this you will have to set-up the
Communication Systems and Communication Arrangements in S/4HANA Cloud. This
configuration allows you to send and receive the Business Partner data, Product data, Service
Call data and all the other needed object data from S/4HANA Cloud to SAP Field Service
Management via SAP Integration Suite. As final step in the preparation you must configure the
Event Handling.

2. Prepare SAP Field Service Management
To prepare the SAP Field Service Management you must enable the FSM Connector and create
an FSM Client which is used to connect from S/4HANA Cloud to SAP Field Service Management.

3. Configure SAP Integration Suite
For integrating S/4HANA Cloud with SAP FSM via SAP Integration Suite you can use the
predefined package provided by SAP called: “Integration of Service in SAP S/4HANA Cloud with
SAP Field Service Management”. This package already contains 15 integration flow artifacts and
2 value mapping artifacts. The integration flows (iflow) are automated workflows used to
synchronize data. One iflow is used to synchronize one object in one direction, for example from
S/4HANA Cloud to SAP Field Service Management or the other way around.
The value mapping artifacts are needed to map more complex objects such as S/4HANA Service
Order priority with FSM Service Call priority. In order to activate the different iflows you must
configure them. For this the URLs of your S/4HANA Cloud system and SAP Field Service System
are needed. Together with credentials created in the previous steps, FSM account, etc.

4. Data Migration
If you already have a S/4HANA Cloud system with existing data, you will have to replicate this
data to the SAP Field Service Management system. This can be done in multiple ways. During
our demo set-up we used the Data Replication functionality from the S/4HANA Cloud system.
Another possibility is to extract the data from your S/4HANA Cloud system in Excel, manipulate
the data so it fits to the data model of SAP Field Service Management and upload it via the Data
loader from SAP Field Service Management.
When you prepared both systems and configured the SAP Integration Suite iflows, the newly
created master data will be transferred automatically from one system to the other system.
This concludes the overview of the integration of S/4HANA Cloud with SAP Field Service
Management, using SAP Integration Suite as a middleware. In the next blogpost of this series,
you can find more details about the integration of SAP S/4HANA OnPrem PM/CS backend with
SAP Field Service Management!

Integration using the ABAP add-on
Using IoT service we can identify predictive and
preventive maintenance avoiding critical
breakdowns using SAP Intelligent Asset
Management (IAM, which is an optional component
in this process). As part of SAP Asset Management,
we have the Maintenance Management module
where we create an order from a notification
created in IAM. By releasing this order, the
integration will be automatically activated and
creates a service call that can be used in SAP Field
Service Management (FSM). In SAP FSM we plan and
release the activity, which the technician consults on
his mobile device. After performing the work, the
technician confirms the work, by validating the time
spend and consumed materials. This consumption
and effort can be booked in SAP S4 Finance.

1. SAP Intelligent Asset Management – Intelligent Notification creation

Integrating SAP IoT platform with your SAP Intelligent
Asset Management (IAM) system allows you to monitor onand off-site equipment using the IoT sensors.
In the IAM system, you can define rules and alerts that are
triggered when a certain condition is met from reading the
IoT data. Rules create alerts to notify users of defects,
potential failures, or indicator threshold violations by sending
an email and/or creating a notification.

Using the machine learning engine, the system can even predict when certain thresholds will
be met to create predictive maintenance notifications, allowing you to effectively manage types
of equipment while preventing complete breakdowns.
In our scenario, the IAM system creates a notification in SAP S4 HANA Maintenance
Management, step 2 in our scenario.

2. SAP Maintenance Management – order creation and release
In the previous step a notification is automatically created in
a predictive scenario, but of course in SAP S4 Maintenance
Management we can also create notifications manually. The
manual creation is a typical ad hoc inspection. Notifications
can be created and scheduled automatically via preventive
maintenance plans.

The notification created in step 1 is converted into a maintenance order which is translated
into service calls in SAP FSM. The integration ensures that codes and statuses determine the
relevance for SAP FSM.

When an order with his operations is released, the transfer to SAP FSM is triggered, which
leads to step 3: the planning of the order. Technically an order operation becomes an activity
in SAP FSM which can be planned on the planning board. The attached components and
materials (reservations) are transferred to the SAP FSM operation with the ABAP cloud
connector which we use for this scenario. Additionally, depending on characteristics known in
SAP S4, different checklist templates with different data can be prefilled and provided
automatically for mobile use.

3. SAP Field Service Management – Planning Board
After the service order is released in SAP S4, it will be
available for planning in the SAP FSM planning board. Here
the planner will assign it to an available technician, or this can
be done automatically based on skill and features.
The technicians can be internal technicians defined in SAP
HR, or external technicians registered in the crowd
functional of SAP FSM.

The planning tool offers the following features:
Creation of the planning pool from order operations
Best matching resource allocation of the assignment considering required skills, availability
and location AI-supported, automated scheduling based on skills, current locations,
availability, etc.
Flexible adjustment, shifting, rescheduling, etc. with drag & drop or automated reoptimization (AI) on the planning board
Multiple resource scheduling by using teams, supporting technicians, duplicating
assignments
Consideration of schedule dates / SLAs from the service order

4. SAP Field Service Management – Mobile App

The technician has a mobile app available on all
different platforms (Microsoft Window, Apple and
Android) to handle the work assigned to him.
Please note that there are limitations depending on the
operation system.

Once the work has been assigned by the planner, the technician can consult the work on his
mobile app. After which the technician starts the travel to the customer. The planner can see
the status of the technician after each synchronization of the mobile app (manually or
automatically). When arrived, the technician starts to work on the service call, record used
parts, hours worked, mileage traveled, etc.
An overview of the features of the mobile app:
Transfer of the operation to the maintenance technician
Processing by the technician via workflow steps
Direct access to relevant information of the operation, additional documentation via links
or file attachments
Overview of reserved materials to be used
Documentation of the activities performed and the condition of the asset/equipment via
checklists (FSM Smartforms)
Prompt confirmation of work, material, expenses
Generation of the service report on-site
Automatic posting to SAP S/4 or ECC backend (cost update to maintenance order)

5. SAP Finance – Financial Handling and booking

The strongest point of the ABAP integration is the fact that
this integration supports in-depth integration of spare part
handling, timesheet entry (CATS support), goods movement
postings for consumed materials and other very typical SAP
service-related backed processes. Which is less detailed in all
other integration scenarios.

6. SAP Field Service Management - Integration
Technically the ABAP connector is installed as an addon that can be downloaded from the SAP
Market Place. The connector has custom iDoc objects which are transformed into XML
messages which are picked up by the message broker. The message broker pulls SAP and SAP
FSM cloud to see if something needs to be synchronized. As of version 3.0 the message broker
can be installed on both a Windows server or deployed on SAP BTP and handles the
transformation and transportation of the messages to the right cloud company. This setup is
configured in the message broker which acts as a reverse proxy to get the data from the cloud
an SAP system.
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